Assessment:
Placement Tests
- Online and offline speaking, listening and writing
- Quick delivery of results
SOPI Tests
- Online Simulated Oral Proficiency Interview (SOPI).
- 10 years continuous use
WPA Tests
- Online Writing Proficiency Assessment (WPA).
- Dedicated laptops locked down to LMS
Formative
- Spoken assignments: Audio recording items
- Written assignments: Short answer/essay in timed tests
- Presentation capture: Quicktime video to drop boxes

Web 2.0 and Multimedia
- Wordpress, MediaWiki installations:
  Discussion, culture and vocabulary
- EFS Lecture Series:
- Hebrew textbook:
  http://hebrew.stanford.edu
- Arabic Alphabet:
  http://arabic.stanford.edu

Academic Technology Specialist Role
- Training workshops
- Technology updates (http://lcatswiki.stanford.edu)
- Communication between technology delivery groups (SUL/ACS, CourseWork, ITS, Stanford Video)
- Pedagogical consulting at all levels: Language Center, language programs and specific courses
- Special projects

Stanford Language Center
http://language.stanford.edu

Building 30
450 Serra Mall
Stanford, CA 94305

Academic Technology Specialist
Ken Romeo
http://kenro.web.stanford.edu